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COOLING OFF VS 66 W
After what has more than likely been an exhaustive
search, the time has arrived to make an offer and
hopefully secure your dream home. Suddenly a whole
new world of possibilities and options are put forward
to you that you had not previously considered.
How best to secure the property without making a
mistake?!
Most people have two great fears once they have found
the right home and verbally agreed on a price with the
owner. They fear hidden issues with the property and/
or being gazumped.
It is further confused when having to decide between
a cooling off period or 66W. It feels as though the two
avenues to securing a property contradict the two great
fears when buying.
After offer and verbal acceptance has been reached
between the buyer and seller, the buyer is going to
take on some kind of risk. The risk is either the property
being sold to another buyer or the risk of losing a
holding deposit.
When you get to this stage of the process, for the
sake of your sanity, it is imperative that you accept the
system is not perfect.
5 Day cooling off period
A 5 business day cooling off period is when both seller
and buyer sign a contract on agreed terms and price.
At the completion of the 5 days, the contract is deemed
unconditional and the buyer cannot rescind the contract
without incurring large penalties. The buyer is entitled
to pull out of the contract during the 5 business day
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

12 Jarrett Street, Leichhardt sold after 21 days of being listed
on the open market. There were 172 enquiries and 4 offers.

cooling off period. However the seller cannot pull out
once they have agreed to the contract – even if they
receive another offer.
If the buyer does exercise their right to pull out of the
contract, they forfeit 0.25% of the agreed sale price to
the owner. On a $1 million transaction, the buyer would
forfeit $2500 to the owner, as a form of compensation
for taking the property off the market.
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WOULD YOU MIND PUTTING
THAT IN WRITING?
When it’s time to sell, like most people, you will
probably speak with a few real estate agents to get their
respective views on how best to market and price your
property. Like most people, you will get a wide variance
on the expected price you can expect to achieve, from
the agents.
It can be extremely confusing to identify which agent
priced your property correctly.
The agent that quotes the highest price is usually
the most appealing. But they can also be the most
dangerous – particularly if they want you to “invest” in
their “premium” advertising campaign. This “investment”
is paid in advance, regardless of the outcome, result or
success of the forthcoming campaign. If your property
sells at or above what the agent quoted you, the
campaign has been a success.
But, what if the highest offer is below what you have
been quoted by your chosen agent? You now have one
of two unpalatable options to choose from – sell for less
than you had hoped for or decline the offers and do
your dough on the advertising campaign! Many auction
campaigns start at $6000 and cost as much as $15,000,
if you throw in some print marketing. In the day and age
of the internet, this is a crazy and totally unnecessary
risk and expense.

Even though you committed to the advertising campaign
based upon your agents price estimate, you often wear
the bill if the campaign fails! Your money is where the
agent’s mouth is. Heads you lose, tails they win.
The solution? Have your agent guarantee the price they
quote you, in writing.
The Price Guarantee being, should your property sell
for less than your chosen agent quoted you, you pay
the agent a reduced or no commission. The advertising
costs should only apply if you receive an offer within
the promised price range and/or you accept an offer
and sell.
Many call the Price Guarantee a lie detector test for
real estate agents.
If the agent is confident of achieving their quoted price,
they won’t mind getting paid for the advertising on
delivery of the promised result.
As a property seller, you have maximum power before
you sign an agency agreement. Use this time wisely
to negotiate the best terms for yourself. There is little
value in asking hard questions after you have signed.

Have your agent guarantee the price they quote you, in writing. Even though you committed to the
advertising campaign based upon your agents price estimate, you often wear the bill if the campaign fails!
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The cooling off period is an attempt at preventing
gazumping whilst still providing the buyer time to
conduct their checks and searches.
The risk or penalty of forfeiting 0.25% of the sale price
ensures that sellers are dealing with a fairly serious
buyer when they enter a cooling off period.
The finer terms of the contract can still be negotiated
in the cooling off period between the vendors and
purchasers respective solicitors.
If the buyer decides to proceed with the property at the
end of the cooling-off period, the 0.25% deposit then
forms part of the agreed deposit, usually 10%.
66W Certificate
A 66W is a certificate signed by the buyer’s solicitor or
conveyancer that waives all the buyers cooling off rights.
This usually happens when the buyer has completed all
their due diligence and finance. All things being equal,
if two buyers are competing for the one property, the
buyer with a 66W certificate will normally be of more
interest to the vendor.
To submit an offer with a signed contract, agreed deposit
and 66W means that there is no turning back for either
the buyer or the seller.
Safety First
The safest way for a buyer to submit an offer to the
owner is to satisfy all due diligence requirements in
advance of signing a contract and 66W. Whilst you are
conducting all the necessary checks and searches, the
property is contracturally unsecured. The owner can
legally sell the property to another buyer. What is moral
and what is legal are different in such circumstances.
This point catches many people by surprise.
It is uncanny how often a second buyer with a higher
offer will emerge once an offer has been accepted.
Many buyers who have had their accepted offer topped
by another buyer blame the real estate agent. This is
both understandable and often incorrect. By law, a real
estate agent must submit all offers to the owner.
All agents will at some time or other find themselves
wedged between their legal obligations and what is
fair toward the buyer who has had their offer verbally
accepted. The moral decision of what to do with any
subsequent offers is then with the owner. “Do we accept

A public auction that achieves a sale under the
How best to secure the property without
hammer will stall at the underbidders highest
making a mistake?!
price.
the lower offer or do we go with the higher offer and
gazump the first buyer?” It is not an easy decision to
make for the owner.
In summary, until contracts have been exchanged, the
buyer’s position is safe, but the property is at risk of
being sold to someone else.
Property First, Checks Second
The most assertive way for a buyer to submit their offer
is to sign a contract with a holding deposit of 0.25%
once they have decided to buy the property. Should the
seller accept the offer, any chance of being gazumped
is removed. The buyer now has an option over the
property for 5 business days. The due diligence can
be conducted in an orderly fashion. The holding deposit
is at risk of being lost if you rescind the contract, but
the property isn’t at risk of being sold to another buyer.
The cooling off period is particularly beneficial for a
buyer if you are confident in the property and your
finances and you wish to secure the property that day.
An underestimated aspect of signing a contract with
a cooling off period is that the property owner usually
gives added consideration to an offer accompanied with
a deposit and signed contract as opposed to a nonbinding written offer.
The cooling off period is legislated at 5 business days
so that if contracts are exchanged over the weekend,
the property will be sold unconditionally on the following
Friday.
When it comes to the best way to secure a property,
there is not a one size fits all solution. It pays to know
your rights, options and position on how best to proceed.

AUCTION CLEARANCE RATES
SQM Research has entered the fray when it comes
to recording and reporting auction clearance rates.
SQM has adopted a new methodology designed to
ensure more accurate reporting of auction numbers
and market performance. Their new methodology won’t
be as quick as the current data
providers who release numbers
on a Saturday night, but it will
include all auction results.

SQM will now track auction results manually through
the agent’s actual property advertisement rather than
any form of self-reporting. It is far easier to withhold
from reporting a failed auction than it is to keep the
actual advertisement outdated. SQM believe that all

The traditional data providers
accept and rely on a selfreporting process by real estate
agents of a Saturday night.
The adjunct to this process
is agents tend to do better at
reporting successful campaigns
than they do at reporting
failed campaigns. Hence the
consumer is under the illusion
the market is performing better
than it truly is.
In an attempt to provide better
SQM has adopted a new methodology designed to ensure more accurate
data, Domain now discloses
reporting of auction numbers and market performance.
the amount of auction results
that were left unreported in its
advertisements will be updated to reflect the true status
Saturday evening media release. It is fair to say this of the campaign by the Tuesday morning after the
is an acknowledgement of sorts that one should at auction.
least dig deeper when assessing the quoted auction
clearance rate. If history is any guide, the unreported Given SQM’s process is actual monitoring of the market
rate of auctions is consistently higher when the market rather than reliant on agent’s self-reporting, they tend
to pick up other tricks used to bolster the auction
is falling and significantly lower when the market is
clearance rate.
strong. This is a fairly good indication that agents have
done their best to make the data dance.
Failed campaigns where the agent will sell the property
weeks later and submit it as a sold and successful
The issue of fudged reporting is unintentionally auction campaign is one of many aberrations that SQM
magnified by the media and commentators who quote Research’s new methodology will address.
the clearance rate then report and draw conclusions
about the overall property market from it. The Sunday The results that have been collated to date, go back
to the beginning of 2020. They show a consistent
morning newspapers will pick a few strong results 15 to 20% variance with the number quoted in the
across the city, the business pages on Monday morning mainstream media during 2020.
offer thought provoking commentary and agents set
The new product can be accessed by visiting their
themselves for another round of auctions. To further home page sqmresearch.com.au. SQM Research’s
compound the issue, the Reserve Bank of Australia Managing Director Louis Christopher recently joined
have often quoted auction clearance rates when us to discuss his company’s new product; to watch that
video, visit our website harrispartners.com.au.
providing their assessment of the property market.
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5101/8 Alexandra Drive
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33 Curtis Road
Balmain
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27 The Avenue
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